In vivo integrated flow image cytometry and lymph/blood vessels dynamic microscopy
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Abstract. The high spatial resolution (~350 nm) transmission digital microscopy (TDM) was developed for real time in vivo imaging of microlymphatics of rat mesentery at a single cell level without any contrast agent. The main mesenteric microstructures (lymph-vessel diameter, valve geometry, cells, etc.) and their dynamics (wall motion, valve function, cell velocity, etc.) were monitored with TDM. Depending on structure size, different magnifications were used to image relatively large whole lymphangion (×4 to ×10) as well as to image single cells (×40 to ×100) in lymph and blood flow including estimation of their shape, size, and aggregation state. Various potential applications of the TDM for in vivo studies are discussed, including visualization of circulating cells in lymph and blood flows, studying the kinetics of platelets, leukocyte rolling, as well as imaging absorbing nonfluorescent mesentery structures and leukocytes with a high optical resolution. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

In vivo animal imaging is very important for providing anatomic, physiologic, metabolic, and pathologic information at single-cell and molecular levels.1–3 For example, the imaging of moving cells within blood and lymph microvessels may contribute greatly in studies of microcirculation, homeostasis, and the influence of various factors and drugs, smoking, radiation, etc. on microvessels and cells, as well as in developing methods to diagnose and treat some diseases (e.g., cancer, diabetes, cardiac, etc.). Among different animal structures (e.g., ears, mouth cavity, stretched skin, etc.), the mesentery of small animals—rats and mice—is unique for studying cells in blood and lymph flow in vivo at single-cell and subcellular levels, as the mesentery consists of thin (10 to 15 μm), transparent, duplex connective tissue with a single layer of blood and lymph microvessels. Additionally, established preparation procedures do not markedly influence the animal’s physiological parameters, at least during the short time period of observation (~2 to 3 h).4

To date, blood microcirculation in the mesentery, particularly within the rat model, has been studied in appropriate detail (e.g., morphology, rheology, microflow dynamics, velocity profiling, leukocyte rolling, etc.); however, the lymphatic system has received much less attention.4–22 This is in spite of the many biological and medical problems associated with quantitative characterization of microlymphatic functioning (e.g., its role in immune response or interstitial fluid balance), and its disturbance in different diseases, such as lymphedema, venous insufficiency, infections, inflammation, lymphatic malformations, etc.23–28

In contrast to blood, lymph is colorless with lower concentrations of cells [mainly lymphocytes with a small portion of red blood cells (RBCs)] and has relatively slow flow velocity (0.3 – 0.5 mm/s on average versus 2–5 mm/s for blood).1,5,20–22,29–33 Lymph also has periodic oscillations (retrograde/back flow)20,29–33 and an absence of a reverse correlation between vessel diameter and linear flow velocity (as is typical for blood vessels).29 Because of these features, most existing optical techniques are not quite suitable for imaging mesenteric lymphatics with high resolution, sensitivity, and image contrast. For example, phase and confocal diffuse reflectance microscopy is, in general, a very promising tool.34–40 However, this technique is not well suited for imaging low-scattering, low-reflective microlymphatics at the single-cell level, especially with scattering and refractive background noise from surrounding connective tissue. Powerful fluorescent imaging can only be applied to fluorescent samples, and most structures in rat mesentery in its native state are non- or weakly fluorescent. The fluorescent labeling may change tissue properties; in particular, obtaining lymph flow velocity by fluorescent imaging using injected fluorescent particles (fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran) in the interstitial space leads to elevation of interstitial pressure and alteration of lymph viscosity.20 Potentially powerful combined Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT) can simultaneously monitor blood flow velocity in microvessels while imaging living tissue microstructures.41 However, DOCT has not been used to
study low-scattering lymphatics, and in general, the achieved resolution of $\sim 5$ to 10 $\mu$m is insufficient for analyzing single cells and, especially, intracellular structures.\textsuperscript{2,43}

Several studies have demonstrated that conventional transmission digital microscopy (TDM) of rat mesentery is a promising model for studying some microlymphatic functions in norm, its response to drugs, and for experimental modeling of pathologies.\textsuperscript{16-18,21} In particular, Galanžha et al.\textsuperscript{29,30} demonstrated that in parallel with routine imaging (whole lymphangion, neighboring blood microvessels, lymphatic walls, leaflets of valve, and flowing single cells) and obtaining quantitative data (lymph and blood microvessel diameters, amplitude and rate of lymphatic phasic contractions), TDM allowed us to obtain more detailed parameters of phasic contractions (velocity of wall movement, duration of contraction and its periods), valve function (duration of valve cycle and its periods), and lymph flow (mean cell velocity, relation of forward and backward cell velocity, cell concentration). Additionally, using TDM, the correlations between investigated parameters, including a close correlation between valve function and phasic contractions, and increased cell numbers with decreased amplitude of phase contractions and lymph flow velocity at moderate cell concentrations was determined.\textsuperscript{29–33} With TDM, it was also possible to monitor microlymphatic responses to chemicals (sodium nitroprusside, N-nitro-L-arginine, dimethyl sulfoxide),\textsuperscript{30,31} nicotine,\textsuperscript{33} lasers,\textsuperscript{33} and microsurgical interventions (experimental lymphedema).\textsuperscript{31–33} Recently the capability of the combination of TDM with speckle technique to measure lymph velocity\textsuperscript{30} and highly sensitive photothermal (PT) imaging to visualize intracellular structures of moving red and white blood cells in vivo were demonstrated.\textsuperscript{44,45} However, these data were obtained with low-resolution TDM, and the features of the optical technique used were not described in detail. The goal of this work is to study the capabilities of the advanced TDM technique for high-resolution imaging of moving cells in rat mesentery with focus on cells in lymph flow.

2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Imaging System

The schematic of the TDM module alone as a part of the integrated PT flow cytometer\textsuperscript{24,45} is shown in Fig. 1. In an integrated cytometer, TDM on the basis of an upright Olympus BX-51 microscope provided the following functions: (1) simultaneous measurement of vessel diameter, parameters of phasic contractions and valve work, and cell concentration in flow; (2) determination of cell velocity in lymph flow by video-recording cell movement; (3) navigation of the pulse laser beam in the central part (or other section, if necessary) of a vessel cross-section to realize PTI; and (4) single-cell identification (to distinguish leukocytes from RBCs, to estimate their shape, size, and aggregation types, and possibly, their interaction in flow). For the studies described here, we were focused on the capabilities of just the TDM mode with a conventional illuminating lamp. Depending on the structures’ size, different magnifications were used to image relatively large whole lymphangion ($\times 4, \times 8, \times 20, \times 10$), as well as single cells ($\times 40, \times 60, \times 100$) in lymph and blood flow. The images were recorded with two CCD cameras: a black-and-white Cohu 2122 and a color Nicon DXM1200 with a speed up to 25 frames/s and minimal exposure time 0.04 s. In selected experiments we used black-and-white high-resolution CCD camera with speed up to 500 frames/s (Cascade 650, Photometrics), which was sufficient for studying a relatively slow blood flow in capillary. However, the nonoverlapped mode of this camera allowed us to decrease exposure to 0.1 ms and even less (i.e., quite enough to study relatively fast blood flows). Scion Image (Scion Corp.), Nicon software (ACT-1), and WinView/32 V2.5.18.2 (Roper Scientific) were used for processing, capturing, measuring, and editing images of the moving cells. In addition to TDM, we used the phase contrast module with phase-contrast objectives ($\times 10$ and $\times 100$) to compare different images in real time.

2.2 Animal Model

White Fisher rats (F-344) weighing 150 to 200 g were used in all experiments, in accordance with UAMS protocol #2318 approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Rats were narcotized by Nembutal (50 mg/kg body weight, i.m.), and then a laparotomy was performed. After this procedure, the mesentery of the intestine was exposed. The animal was placed on a heated (37.7 °C) microscopic stage with an optical window. The mesentery and intestine were preserved by diffusion with Ringer’s solution (37 °C, pH 7.4).

3 Experimental Results

Typical transmission images of rat mesentery are shown in Fig. 2, with two relatively small magnifications [(a) $\times 4$, field of view 250 $\times$ 350 $\mu$m; and (b) $\times 8$; field of view 150 $\times$ 200 $\mu$m]. Such magnifications allowed us to visualize the entire lymphangion (the fragment of lymph vessel between closely located input and output valves), its wall, lymphatic valves, and cells in lymph flow, as well as neighboring blood microvessels. Cells in flow resemble small, but distinct, points.
Imaging of moving cells in lymph flow allowed us to measure absolute cell velocities and the direction of their motion by video-recording (frame-by-frame). Monitoring of lymph flow revealed that the lymph usually moved in the forward direction for a short period of time; then, the motion was interrupted and the lymph stopped for up to 1 to 1.5 s. After that, the lymph flow started in the reverse direction. Sometimes, the time-averaged velocity of lymph flow was equal to zero. In this case, lymphocytes only oscillated relative to a position without the leak-back of lymph. Mean cell velocity was 262±6 μm/s ranged of 0 up to 1 to 2 mm/s. A comparison of images obtained with phase-contrast and TDM techniques revealed that, in general, the phase-contrast technique yielded lower contrast of the desired lymphatic structures (vessels, valves, cells, etc.), and was deteriorated by small refractive heterogeneities of connective tissue [Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)]. Thus, the refractive background makes it difficult to distinguish single cells in a lymph flow, and especially their cellular structure. However, the phase-contrast images of selected single cells with high magnification (×100, with water immersion), without overlapping refractive heterogeneities of connective tissue, sometimes demonstrated better contrast of cell margins and subcellular structures [Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)].

Subsequently, we used TDM for the majority of studies and phase-contrast digital microscopy in selected experiments with a magnification of ×100.

Depending on lymph flow velocity and vessel structure, distribution of cells in the cross-section of microvessel in the central part of the lymphangion was different. Most often, at relatively low velocity and/or at the nonworked valves, cell distribution was relatively uniform, (80% of cases) [Fig. 4(a)]. However, at high velocity and/or functioning valves, most cells were concentrated in the central region of the vessel (axial flow) (20% of cases) [Fig. 4(b)]. In the valvular region the “funnel” shape of valve provided the constriction of lymph flow (Fig. 5).

The reasonable temporal resolution (~40 ms) and size of the field of view (150×200 μm) permitted us to determine directly the linear velocity of lymph flow in small lymphatics by video-recording cell movement (as a ratio of the distance moved to the time of movement). Our imaging system allowed us to obtain basic information on lymph microcirculation and quantitative data on intravital lymphatic function to determine many indices of phasic contraction and valve function, number of microvessels with lymph flow, number of cells in lymph, and the most objective criteria of lymph drainage function. The most significant data on microlymphatics in norm are summarized in Table 1. To image single cells and their interaction in flow, we used high magnifications: ×40, ×60, and ×100 with water immersion. By changing the position of the focal plane, we could monitor different cross-
sections of lymph microvessels, including the “up” and “down” parts of the lymphatic wall and central cross-sections of lymphatic lumen with several cells (Fig. 6). We could also estimate the approximate distance between top and bottom walls, as well as measure cell velocity in different locations of cross-section.

With advanced microobjective (high magnification ×100, high N.A. 1.25, and water immersion) the obtained in vivo resolution was around 350 to 400 nm. It was verified by analyzing specific diffraction pattern around particles with known sizes such as gold particles with sizes 100 and 250 nm, and polystyrene beads (not shown). Such high resolution allowed us to estimate the size and shape of moving single cells (Fig. 7). In particular, we recorded the marked amount of RBCs in lymph flow of intact microvessels. The moving leucocytes and erythrocytes with their specific shapes—typically, a round shape for leucocytes, including lymphocytes and discoid—for normal RBCs were easily identified. However, on contrary to strongly absorbing RBCs in visible range, relatively low absorbing lymphocytes in lymph flow were imaged as smooth, relatively transparent spots, so it was possible to observe the bottom lymph wall elongated structure through the cell [arrow in Fig. 7(b)].

This technique also allowed us to monitor the rotation of a single RBC by capturing its successive images. For example, Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) show two different angle position of the same RBC.

The edge, contour, and shape of the lymphatic wall and valve leaflets are visualized with a high contrast, but intracellular structures and holes in the vascular walls cannot be well imaged (Fig. 8).

High-resolution imaging at the high magnifications of the objectives (×40, ×60, and ×100) allowed us to visualize

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number of investigated lymphangions</th>
<th>Number of measurements</th>
<th>Mean ± SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (D), μm</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>147 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phasic contractions</strong> (50% of lymphangions have phasic contractions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, %</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>29 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_{max}−D_{min}) × 100% / D_{max}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate, min⁻¹</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>12 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of contraction cycle (time in systole), s</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of pause (time in diastole), s</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Valve function</strong> (36% of lymphangions have worked valve)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of valve work, min⁻¹</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>9 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of valve cycle, s</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of pause, s</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7.7 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lymph flow</strong> (89% of lymphangions have lymph flow)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean cell velocity, μm/s</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>262 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean cell velocity of lymphangions with contractions, μm/s</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>282 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean cell velocity of lymphangions without contractions, μm/s</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>239 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of lymph flow oscillations, min⁻¹</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64 ± 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Data on microlymphatics in norm.
intralymphatic cell aggregation in intact microlymphatics. As can be seen in Fig. 9, we observed the aggregates of different sizes. The nature of these moving aggregates is likely related with groups of leukocytes and RBCs, but the cause of their aggregation and its dependence on different factors requires additional detail study.

For comparison, we also obtained images of cells in blood microvessels (Fig. 10) and in interstitial space (Fig. 11). In particular, we could visualize RBCs, rolling of leucocytes in small venules, and platelets in blood capillaries (Fig. 10). We obtained also high-resolution images of some nonmoving cells, such as fibroblasts and mast cells [Fig. 11(a)] and adipocytes [Fig. 11(b)], in interstitial space. As expected, the use of CCD camera with a relatively low temporal resolution prevented us from distinguishing separate cells in blood microvessels with a diameter >15 to 20 μm. This was especially true in arterioles, where mean cell concentration and flow velocity is relatively high (up to 5 to 6 mm/s). The imaging of such fast moving cells requires a relatively high speed CCD camera with a frame rate in the range 5,000 to 10,000 frames/s. Although in current paper we focused mostly on study microlymphatics with relatively low velocity, recently we upgraded our integrated system by incorporation a highly sensitive CCD camera Cascade 650 with increased speed (500 frames/s) and a short exposure time (0.1 ms). Figures 12(a) and 12(b) illustrate our first attempt to obtain clear images of relatively fast moving RBCs in blood flow that could not be visualized [Fig. 12(c)] at a longer exposure (10 ms). We found also that this technique has a potential to distinguish deformability of RBCs in flow in vivo by analyzing their dynamic shape changes.

4 Discussion

The data presented provide evidence that combination of TDM with the rat mesentery as an animal model is a unique technical and biological platform for the study of blood cells in blood and lymph microflows with a high optical resolution. Besides, this model allows one to study simultaneously microlymphatic function in norm and in pathological states (as we previously demonstrated with a lower resolution\(^{29,30,31}\)). In particular, the main mesenteric microstructures (lymph vessel diameter in different sections, valve geometry, single moving cells, etc.) and their dynamics (wall motion, valve function/parameters, phasic contractions, cell velocity, etc.) can be imaged and monitored in real time. The data obtained using high magnification (×40 to ×100) allowed us to determine size, shape, and aggregation of various cell types, as well as cell concentration in lymph flow. Additionally, we will probably be able to study cell-cell and cell-wall interactions, as well as the number of active lymphatics (with lymph flow), rate of flow oscillations, mean lymph flow velocity, and relation of forward and backward flow using TDM. The imaging of rotating cells opens the way to realize projection tomography in vivo for reconstruction of 3-D cell images, when necessary capturing of images at different angles is realized simply dur-
The continuous monitoring of modification of cell’s shape in blood flow allows one to develop algorithms to study the deformability of these cells in flow in vivo, which is important for many applications, including fundamentals of cell dynamic in flow, early diagnosis of some diseases, or identification of abnormal cells (e.g., metastatic cancer cells).

According to obtained data, there is no doubt that imaging some intracellular structural detail in cells containing relatively strong-absorbing chromophores, such as RBCs with hemoglobin, can be accomplished with TDM. However, studies of much lower absorbing individual cells (e.g., white blood cells, or various cancer cells) in the visible and near-IR spectral range with TDM are limited because of their relatively low absorption sensitivity due to the short optical path of light in cellular microstructures and the limited accuracy in measuring the small variations in light energy transmitted through these structures. For example, to measure absorption in a 300-nm-long optical path (e.g., average diameter elongated mitochondria) with a typical 5% accuracy in light variation, a minimum detectable coefficient of absorption would be approximately 1.6 × 10^3 cm⁻¹, which is a few orders higher than absorbing cellular structures in white blood cells with a typical coefficient of absorption in the visible spectral range of 10⁻² to 10¹ cm⁻¹. Evidently, this level of cell absorption is insufficient to get contrast images. However, because of scattering phenomena, TDM technique allows one to image clearly the boundaries of such cells and even distinguish their shapes.

We discovered that the lymph of intact microvessels of narcotized rats contained markedly greater amounts of RBCs. To our knowledge, there was no discussion in the available literature of the appearance of RBCs in microlymphatics, although these data are important for understanding in vivo lymph rheology at the microvascular level, or dependence of the vessel’s permeability on different factors. However, at present, many questions remain. In particular, what are the reasons for the aggregation and appearance of RBCs in lymph (is this a physiological state or the consequence of anesthesia and preparation procedures), how does the number of RBCs and their ability to aggregate affect the numbers, sizes, and quality of aggregates, and finally, how does aggregate formation and intravascular changes of viscosity, as a whole, change lymph flow in microcirculation and the local balance of water in tissue?

The measurement of flow velocity with TDM by video-recording of cells movements may be limited by a several factors: (1) the high cell concentrations in flow, which prevents tracking of a single cell position with a high accuracy; (2) change of a transverse position of a moving cell in vessel’s cross-sections with different velocity profiles; and (3) mismatch of plasma flow velocity and a cell itself. In particular, in microlymphatics with nonregular flow and its directions, the velocity of cells should be less than plasma flow velocity when flow starts to move because of a cell’s inertia. On the contrary, at flow stopping cell velocity is higher than that of plasma.

Thus, a high-resolution TDM technique provides important information of cell margins, sizes, and shapes in flows, although it has some limitations with imaging of low absorbing structures and measurement of flow velocities. To overcome these limitations of TDM, we recently suggested combining...
TDM with PT technique, which supplement each other beneficially and provide simultaneous study both low and strongly absorbing cells in flow including their imaging without conventional staining and labeling (which might be limited in vivo study), and laser scanning. In addition, this combination provides the potential for characterizing flow without use moving cells as markers, and allows one to identify normal and abnormal cells in flow based on their differences in absorption, sizes, and shapes. For the future study of lymphatics, it is important that well-developed lymphatic valves with “funnel” shape may act as a natural nozzle for the cells (Fig. 5), and thus, play the role of natural “hydrodynamic” focusing (in analogy to conventional flow cytometer in vitro) of a moving cell near a vessel axis. It will allow one to decrease the influence of cell spatial fluctuations on the quality of in vivo optical images.

5 Conclusions

We demonstrated the use of the high-resolution TDM (350 to 400 nm) achievable for in vivo imaging using rat mesentery as an animal model. We explored TDM’s capability to measure the main microlymphatic parameters without labeling, with simultaneous imaging of mesenteric structures such as blood and lymph microvessels, their walls and valves, and some cells in interstitial space (mast and fat cells). Potential applications of this model may include studies of microlymphatic responses to various therapeutic and microsurgical interventions (drug, laser radiation, etc.) at the single-cell level, as well as increasing our knowledge of microlymphatics functions in norm and pathology, including primary or secondary lymphedema, lymphatic malformation, venous insufficiency, and the influence of smoking. Additionally, the capabilities of this technique using the animal model could extend to the following experimental studies: in vivo diagnosis in lymph and blood flow of (1) abnormal cells circulating in blood and lymph systems, including cancer cells (e.g., leukemia); (2) apoptotic cells; (3) changes in RBC properties; (4) modified cells after drug, toxic, or x-ray radiation; and (5) pathogenic bacteria and virus.
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